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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this research paper is to present a Comparative Study on Bibliography Formats for non-printed sources between the Turabian's 6th and 7th editions. The aim of this paper is to know the rule and regulation of research paper in Turabian style for the researchers. In this paper, comparative study on microform, manuscript, electronic document, sound recordings, video recordings, and performance. The result of this study will be useful to bibliographers, researchers, librarians and who interested in bibliographic style. So, it is useful as a research tool for the students.
1. Introduction

Today the Chicago Manual Style is the most widely consulted of all style manuals, chosen by many information workers, particularly those concerned with the management of books and electronic resources.

Turabian designed this manual as a guide to suitable style for presenting formal papers- term papers, theses, dissertations- in the humanities, including philosophy, theology, rhetoric, religion, history, art history, music, social sciences, and natural sciences. It has become established as one of the basic reference works for undergraduate and graduate students in many disciplines.  

This paper is comparative study on Bibliography Formats for non-printed sources, such as microform, manuscript, electronic document, sound recordings, video recordings, and performance between the Turabian's 6th and 7th editions.

The result of this paper will be useful to bibliographers, researchers, librarians and who interested in bibliographic style. So, it is useful as a research tool for the students.

2. A Comparative Study on Bibliographic Formats for non-printed sources

(i) Microform Editions

In microform editions, cited works that specify the facts of publication and date, after the form of publication (fiche, microfilm, and so forth). For example; rule 11.51 and 17.5.7.


17.5.7 Tauber, Abraham. Spelling Reform in the United States. Ann Arbor, MI: University Microfilms, 1958, Microfilm.

---

3 Kate L. Turabian, A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and Dissertations, 7th ed. (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2007), 193.
(ii) Manuscript Collections

In manuscript collections, cited works that begin the entry with the author's name, if a document has a title but no author, or the title is more important than the author, list the title first. For example; rule 11.54 and 17.6.4.


17.6.4 Dinkel, Joseph. Description of Louis Agassiz written at the request of Elizabeth Cary Agassiz, Agassiz Papers, Houghton Library, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA. 5

(iii) Electronic Document

In electronic document, cited works that is informally published online will often lack the standard facts of publication- author, title, publisher, or date. Then, the URL citation. For example; rule 11.57 and 17.7.1.


---


5 Kate L. Turabian, A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and Dissertations, 7th ed. (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2007), 197.


7 Kate L. Turabian, A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and Dissertations, 7th ed. (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2007), 198.
(iv) Sound Recording

In sound recording, cited works that list recordings either under the title of the recording or under name of the composer or performer, depending on which is more relevant to your discussion. Include as much information about the recording the name of the recording company, the identifying number of the recording, the medium, and the copyright date or date of production. For example; rule 11.60 and 17.8.4.


17.8.4 Anderson, Doug. *Frostwork*. OAR 1001, Dolby HX PRO, Audiocassette. 2001.\(^9\)

(v) Video Recording

In video recording, cited works that generally follow the pattern for books, with the addition of the medium. Note that in the second example, the citation is to material original to the 2001 edition, so the original release date of the film is omitted. For example; rule 11.61 and 17.8.5.

11.61 Perlman, Itzak. *Itzak Perlman: In My Case Music*. Produced and directed by Tony DeNonno. 10 min. DeNonno Pix, 1985. Videocassette.\(^10\)


---

\(^8\) Kate L. Turabian, *A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and Dissertations*, 6\(^{th}\) ed. (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1996), 211.


(vi) Performances

In performance, cited works that include the name and locations of the exhibition following the publication data. For example; rule 11.62 and 17.8.7.

17.8.7 Barter, Judith A., ed. *Mary Cassatt: Modern Woman*. Chicago: Art Institute of Chicago, in association with Harry N. Abrams, 1998. Published in conjunction with the exhibition "Mary Cassatt: Modern Woman" shown at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, the National Gallary in Washington , DC, and the Art Institute of Chicago.\(^{13}\)

3. Conclusion

This paper is addressed mainly to research students are working for a degree in a university, local or foreign. Researchers may find the data this paper useful when preparing for research. In this study, readers are advised to search the updated information through relevant search terms online.
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